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Acrylic Wall Mount
An alternative for the modern environment
_________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using 250gsm satin archival professional photographic paper, the image is back mounted to a diamond 
polished 6mm thick acrylic panel. This product is supplied with four 40mm deep aluminium fixings.

Size     Unit price

300mm x 200mm   £58 
400mm x 300mm   £76
600mm x 400mm   £112             
800mm x 535mm   £157   
400mm x 400mm   £85  
700mm x 700mm   £157                   
700mm x 300mm   £94  
1100mm x 470mm   £165

  

   



Box Canvas
Perfect for every space
_________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using a high textured heavyweight 380gsm archival natural canvas that is sealed with fine art 
recommended varnish, this item is hand stretched across a 45mm deep frame and finished with artist’s backing 
tape.

Size     Gallery   Studio

450mm x 300mm   £67    £44
600mm x 400mm    £50    £58
800mm x 535mm   £121    £85
1000mm x 665mm   £157    £121
1200mm x 800mm   £184    n/a    
1400mm x 900mm   £275    n/a  
1800mm x 1200mm   £320    n/a  
2400mm x 1200mm   £410    n/a
250mm x 250mm   n/a    £36
400mm x 400mm   £65    £51
500mm x 500mm   £89    £58
700mm x 700mm   £126    £85
1000mm x 1000mm   £184    n/a   
500mm x 210mm   £71    £47
700mm x 300mm   £89    £58
1100mm x 470mm   £148    £103

    

    



Box Framed Prints
Affordable style
_________________________________________________________________________________

40mm solid deep ash frame supplied from sustainable resources. The print is produced using archival inks and 
printed to 200gsm paper. The image is then hand mounted and sealed to give a satin finish, providing extra 
protection. The print is then mounted to the top edge of the frame giving a box effect.
Available in black, brown and natural finish.

Size    Unit Price

10x10"    £29
16x16"    £45
10X8"    £28
10x12"    £34
12x16"    £36
16x20"    £48
18x24"    £58

    

       



Vintage Ornate Canvas
Where old and new come together
_________________________________________________________________________________

Swept ornate framed supplied in black, silver, gold or white. Canvas print produced using a 360 gsm natural 
archival canvas, printed with UV archival pigment inks and finished with a fine art trade recommended satin 
varnish. The print is then hand stretched around a 3mm MDF board and hand mounted into the deep set heavy 
Ornate frame.

Size    Dimension    Unit Price

10x8"    13.5 x 11.5"    £54
12x10"    15.5 x 13.5"    £62
16x12"    19.5 x 15.5"    £76
20x16"    25.5 x 21.5"    £121
24x20"    28.5 x 24.5"    £139
30x20"    35.5 x 25.5"    £148

     

            



Gallery Framed Print
Where old and new come together
__________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using 250gsm satin or matte art paper, the print is hand mounted to a wide bevel cut conservation 
mount. The print is set in our 40mm deep edge ash frame supplied from sustainable resources, and finished with 
artist’s backing tape. Available in black, brown and natural finishes.

Size     Actual Frame Size   Unit Price

8 x 10"    14 x 16"    £53
10 x 12"   16 x 18"    £67
12 x 16"   18’ x 22"    £85
16 x 20"   22’ x 26"    £103 
20 x 24"   26’ x 30"    £121
20 x 30"   26’ x 36"    £139

    

       



Floating Canvas
A contemporary take on a traditional product
_________________________________________________________________________________

With a deep edge white or black frame, the image is produced on 380gsm archival natural canvas which is sealed 
with fine art recommended varnish, hand stretched around a solid frame until finally set into our floating frame. 
Available in black and white. Size quoted is the size of the canvas, with the frame, the piece is slightly larger.

Size (mm)    Unit Price

400 x 400    £80
700 x 700    £132
400 x 300    £71
600 x 400    £94
800 x 535    £132
1000 x 665    £175

    

    



Gallery Wrap
Clean and simple
_________________________________________________________________________________

The print is produced using archival inks and printed on to a 200gsm stock, the print is finished with a satin seal. 
The print is them mounted and wrapped onto 10mm Foamex. The product is supplied with fixings and hanging 
instructions.

Size    Unit Price

10x10"    £27
16x16"    £47
12x10"    £36
16x12"    £43
20x16"    £51
24x18"    £67
30x20"    £85
40x30"    £112

    



The Loft 
Sleek and chic
_______________________________________________________________________________

Produced using a 250gsm satin archival professional photographic paper, this item is hand mounted to a bevel cut 
conservation mount. The print is then mounted behind glass in a 35mm deep smooth finish frame, and finished 
with artist’s backing tape. Available in black and white finishes.

Size    Actual Frame Size   Unit Price

8 x 10"    14 x 16"     £61
10 x 12"   16 x 18"     £72
12 x 16"   18’ x 22"     £85
16 x 20"   22’ x 26"     £103
20 x 30"   26’ x 36"     £139

    

    



The Lux
Be the envy of all
_________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using a 250gsm satin archival professional photographic paper, this item is hand mounted to a deep 
bevel cut conservation mount. The print is then mounted behind glass in a 60mm deep smooth finish frame, and 
finished with artist’s backing tape. Available in black and white finishes. Print size is quoted.

Size     Unit Price

28 x 28"    £202
30 x 20"    £202
40 x 30"    £257

    

    



The Highline 
Aluminium magic
_________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using a 250gsm satin archival professional photographic paper, the image is heat mounted onto an 3mm 
aluminium panel which is then sealed behind a 3mm acrylic panel. Fitted with box aluminium hanging system so 
the product sits off the wall, giving it a floating effect.

Size     Unit Price

16x12”     £85
20 x 16"    £103
30 x 20"    £139
40 x 30"    £220
40 x 10"    £139

    



Gallery Framed Floating print 
A stunning alternative
_________________________________________________________________________________

Produced using 250gsm satin archival professional photographic paper, the image is mounted to the centre of the 
glass leaving a clear border. This glass is set into our deep edge ash frame, and we use white spacers on the 
inside edges of the frame and a hand cut white mount fixed to the back board to give the print a floating effect. 
This product is finished with artist’s backing tape. Available in black, brown and natural finish. Quoted size is 
overall size of glass, print is smaller.

Size     Unit Price

16 x 16"    £102
28 x 28"    £159
16 x 20"    £121
20 x 30"    £148
28 x 12"    £130

    

    



Fine Art Prints
_________________________________________________________________________________

Certified fine art prints produced using either a heavyweight archival satin professional photo-paper or a matte 
archival art paper.

Size    Dimension (mm)   Unit price
A3    297 x 420    £31
A2    420 x 594    £36
A1    594 x 841    £45
A0    841 x 1189    £67

Posters
_________________________________________________________________________________

We use a high quality 180gsm paper and print using archival inks achieving a high quality  affordable print. 

Size    Dimension (mm)   Unit price
A3    297 x 420    £15
A2    420 x 594    £21
A1    594 x 841    £26
A0    841 x 1189    £40

Prints
_________________________________________________________________________________

High quality, lab produced prints on calibrated equipment on photographic paper.

Size    Unit price   5+ price
7” x 5”    £5.20    £4.00
9” x 6”    £6.10    £5.50
10” x 8”    £8.70    £7.50
15” x 10”   £12.10    £10.00



Terms
_________________________________________________________________________________

Prices include images of your choice, either photography from Phooto.co.uk, or you can supply your own image.

Please add £15 per order to cover costs of delivery (except for prints, delivery is £2.50).

Minimum order value for Fine Art Prints & Posters is £60.

Payment in full is required when ordering.
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